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About This Game

Journey to the remote Isle of Polu, where you will meet the curious and adorable little creatures known as Buddies!

Visit the Hatchery to choose your Buddy, and bring it to one of the Isle's lovely beaches to fill its belly with delicious fruit! The
more fruit your Buddy eats, the more points you will earn.

But remember: Buddies only have a limited amount of time to forage, and they don't like sour fruits. Eating a sour fruit will
cause your Buddy to lose time. Also, some fruits are too big to be eaten and will stun your Buddy if they land on its head. Be

sure to dodge these obstacles!

Use your points to unlock and purchase eggs to hatch new Buddies, and customize your Buddies with cool markings and colorful
wristbands.

What are you waiting for? Come play!

Gameplay:
Fruit will fall from the trees overhead and it is your job to help the buddies catch them.

You will control your favorite Lil' Buddy and run back and forth in an arcade style fashion trying to catch as much fruit as you
can.

You need to catch as much fruit as you can while avoiding dangerous obstacles like coconuts which will hurt your Lil' friends.
The more fruit you catch, the more points you earn; which you can use to purchase cool things from the shop or unlock new

levels on the island.
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Title: Lil' Blue Buddy
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Emerald Interactive Games
Publisher:
Emerald Interactive Games
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.7 GHz

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7850 or Nvidia GeForce GTX 670

Storage: 20 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard sound

Additional Notes: Most computers will be able to handle the graphics and gameplay just fine.

English
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I just wondering when there would be new updates.

Not bad experience for Vive, but it is too short. Consider there is only 1 environment, should be more custom options.

Not quite recommended until further updates.. This game has the classic "adventure game" problem in which you have no idea
what you are supposed to do to progress or even what the puzzles are. There is no dialogue, no hint system, and the surreal world
means that you generaly wouldn't be able to guess what the next thing you need to do is.

Additionally, I have been unable to find a complete walkthrough anywhere on the internet. I only reccomend this to hardcore
adventure gamers.. While it is early access so there isn't a whole lot to do yet, what there is so far is great and feels wondefully
40K. The devs are also updating frequently and adressing community feedback so the future looks bright.
If you're interested definitely pick it up,. I don't know why I own this but it's good. I was unaware of just how complex a visual
novel could become. Beautiful backdrops, immaculate music, intelligent dialogue, and fleshed out characters\/love interests. Its
transitions were dynamic and fluid, there are full cutscenes, an opening video serves as most of the exposition, it feels
comparable to that of an actual anime, but of course, more interactive and immersive. I may be exaggerating, but I played this in
the middle of the night, and I'm really just too used to other visual novels that lack any clear substance, despite still executing
their purposes. Its effect was surprisingly profound. I can get used to these, because they actually make me want to play these
games to absolute completion. Definitely never expected visual novels like these to be so emotionally impactful. Probably not
the most comprehensive review you've come across, but I was compelled to present my opinion. (I believe the game already
comes with a content warning, but \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, watch out for one of the paths. Definitely not for sensitive
people. Just my own personal trigger warning without spoiling it). What an anticlimax. Was a very dull expeirence. Clearly
trying to be sophisticated and stylish but the main character is not compelling enough. Also the dreadful ending. Why on earth
did they use that 'stock' girls scream?? With all the care and effort in the production they spoilt it with that? At least make her
sound like she is seriously suffering with gasp's for a quick death. Take a look at the original Alien film for inspiration on the
sounds of death. In fact take a look at Alien period on how fear should be part of the eccence of this tosh.. A little quick to beat
for Overcooked veterans, but this is a fantastice game, well worth the very low asking price! I'd love to see more DLC and
perhaps some polishing (Why cant I hold a plate of food and a drink? 2 plates of food? Hello?) but as is it's still well worth a
buy!

Support small devs!. It's a decent tennis game. It's the closest game to come close to Top Spin 4, but still not as good. I'm still
having fun playing it after setting camera to "far" but it definitely has some bad stuff too.. nothing too game breaking, but it's
heavily asking for improvements in a lot of areas to live up to 2018 standards.

1. Movement a bit robotic and not as smooth as top spin.

2. Cant customize player faces... you choose from generic faces, you can only change height and clothes... meh.

3. Shots needs to go more to where it's aimed at!

4. Career mode needs to be a better experience.. this calender stuff is quite boring with the training and stuff.

5. Online doesnt even work.

I think it's a great game, but it's heavily calling out for Tennis World Tour 2... good start, but not enough. I'm giving it
recommended because I like that they are trying to replicate top spin 4, it's very close, but not as good, not enough content.
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Positives: Banyu Lintar Angin was free and the illustrations were cute.

Negatives: It took me two minutes two minutes to flip through all the illustrations. I felt this would have benefitted from some
narration or story beyond what was inferred in the pictures.

I'll recommend it because it was free. If you like cute illustrations and perky music you may enjoy it, but it wasn't my cup of
tea.. completey broken game, won't even start, just constantly loading, then freezes my computer, sometimes messed up my
entire pc, had to restart it after (won't exit the loading). Stay away from this horrible software.. This game is an RNG generator.
It doesnt matter how high your aim is, you can be killed by a bee with 1 hp left because your saw missed 21 times in a row (yes,
that happened). it is Not a hard Game, it's a luck Game. there are no mechanics to stop this. I garentee everytime you die in this
game will be because a weak, Stationary enemy will Dodge you 8+ times and then hit you all 8 times (yes, Also happened).
It's not a good Rouge-like. But i do love the Visuals.. Really incredible game, very polished. It's a tad short, but not a big deal for
the low price. This will be something you show everyone when they try the Vive. Even the credits screen is great.. Without
doubt this add-on is supurb, if you want to get back to dead simple flying with all the A2A high standards, this is the one. I love
it, especially flying from Barow in the UK out over the lake district, or down to Blackpool, its worth every penny. I hope they
develop a Super Cub, if so I'll be first in line. Very funny and addicting game. Interesting idea and good realization. I want more
such games for Vive
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